EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Flow cytometric examination of apoptotic effect on brain tissue in postnatal period created by intrauterine oxcarbazepine and gabapentin exposure
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ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE: For epileptics, pregnancy contains the balance between no seizure period and antiepileptic use having the least teratogenicity risk. The purpose is to analyse with flow cytometry the apoptotic effects on postnatal brain tissue caused by prenatal use of second generation antiepileptics oxcarbazepine (OXC) and gabapentin (GBP) having different effect mechanisms.

METHOD: 30 (n = 5 each group) Wistar albino male rats (45-days-old) are used. First 3 groups are exposed to OXC (100 mg/kg/day), GBP (50 mg/kg/day), and saline, respectively on the 1st–5th prenatal days (preimplantation-implantation period) while the second 3 groups are exposed to the same substances on the 6th–15th prenatal days (organogenesis), respectively. After sacrifice, brain tissue samples were made into suspension with mechanic and enzymatic digestion and examined with flow cytometry.

RESULTS: While apoptosis rate appeared high in rats exposed to OXC on the 1st–5th (p < 0.001) and 6th–15th days (p < 0.001), no significant difference occurred for GBP (p = 0.004; p = 0.012) and saline (p = 0.012). Considering time effect in three treatment groups, while difference was not significant for PSS and GBP groups (p = 0.847 and p = 0.934), apoptosis rate was significantly high for OXC on the 6th–15th days compared to the 1st–5th days (p < 0.001).

CONCLUSION: It is observed that the use of OXC causes neurotoxicity during preimplantation, implantation and especially organogenesis period (neurogenesis) whereas GBP does not (Fig. 3, Ref. 32). Text in PDF www.elis.sk.
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Introduction

Epilepsy, the existence of which is mentioned in Assyria-Babel writings dated back to three thousand years ago, still holds many mysteries (Engel and Pedley, 2008). Today, epilepsy treatment can only be made in order to eliminate its symptoms, and it becomes complex from pregnancy to breast-feeding processes for women who are in reproduction period (Crawfort, 2005). There are one million epileptics in the USA and 18 million in the world who are in reproduction period; also, 0.3–0.7 % of pregnant women are epileptics (Thomas et al., 2009; Kulaga et al., 2011; Patel and Pennell, 2016). Although research shows that the use of certain antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) during pregnancy period cause teratogenicity, the use of these drugs become compulsory against epileptic attacks in order to protect mother and child health (Haurser, 2011). As a result of the clinical, epidemiological and experimental studies focused on the use of AEDs, and especially on the use of multiple drugs, during prenatal period, it is shown that their use results in various negative effects during childbirth (congenital malformation, low apgar score, low birth weight etc.) and postpartum period (neurocognitive problems) (Bogdan et al., 2012; Pennell et al., 2012; Aberg et al., 2013; Velez-RuizMeador, 2015). Today, it is known that especially drugs like valproic acid, first-generation AED, cause neural tube defects, cleft palate and cleft lip (Bogdan et al., 2012, Hernandez-Diaz et al. 2012). Although, the second-generation AEDs, which was defined to have both less side effects in clinical use and less possible teratogenicity, has been put to use, further studies raise consequencial questions about their use during pregnancy (Hill et al., 2010; Bogdan et al., 2012; William et al., 2012).

Oxcarbazepine (OXC), anticonvulsant from the second generation of drugs, shows its effect through blocking voltage-gated sodium channels. Besides, it enhances potassium transmission and glutamatergic transmission, and regulates the functions of calcium channels (Shorvon, 2000; Donner ve Snead, 2006).

Gabapentine (GBP) shows similarity with GABA and while GABA can not pass through blood-brain barrier, GBP can easily pass through it. It shows anticonvulsant effect through activating ion channels or through GABA secretion in nonsynaptic environment. It clings to alpha-2-delta subunit of L-type calcium channels and decreases the secretion of monoamine (McLean, 1995; Oka et al, 2003).
Even though the reasons of teratogenicity caused by AEDs are attributed to drug-based folate deficit, the changes in endogenous bioelectric mechanisms and apoptosis etc.; congenital malformation mechanisms have not been clearly revealed yet. Besides, the possible cause of the negative effects during postnatal period and the relationship between AED use and neurotoxicity are not clear (Hernandez-Diaz and Levin, 2014). In this study, by using flow cytometry method, we tried to reveal the apoptotic effects of OXC and GBP exposition on brain tissue during preimplantation-implantation and neurogenesis processes.

**Material and method**

In this research, 30 Wistar albino (45-days-old) male rats obtained from 18 pregnant Wistar albino rats (10–12 weeks, 180–200 g. Ondokuz Mayis University Animal Research Centre) were used. Female rats which were preserved under standard room conditions (20 ± 2 °C, on a 12:12 hour light/dark cycle) were kept in the same place with male rats for one night; the females in whom plaques were observed on the next day were regarded as pregnant and the test procedure was applied. Eighteen pregnant rats were distributed into 6 groups. The first 3 groups were given OXC (100 mg/kg/day), GBP (50 mg/kg/day), saline (1.5 ml), respectively on the 1st–5th days; and the second 3 groups were given OXC (100 mg/kg/day), GBP (50 mg/kg/day), saline (1.5 ml), respectively and via gavage, on the 6th–15th days. Drug application periods were determined to take place before neurogenesis and to be enclosing the neurogenesis period (Ikonomidou and Turski, 2007, Ikonomidou et al, 2007). Choosing 5 rats from each group, 30 newborn male rats (45-days-old, n = 5 per group) were used in total. Cardiac perfusion was made on male offspring rats after anaesthesia had been provided with ketamine (70 mg/kg) and xylazine (0.5 mg/kg). Their brain tissues were taken out and put into formalin. Later, brain tissue samples were made into suspension in PBS buffer with mechanic and enzymatic digestion and filtrated with DNA match. The tissue samples which were washed 2 times after being centrifuged under 1200 rpm with 1 ml PBS, were added 1.5 ml bounding buffer and divided into 500 μl eppendorfs. Samples in volume of 100 μl were taken from this solution and incubated under room temperature for 20 min with 5 μl Annexin V and 5 μl 7 ADD (Apoptosis Detection Kit, BD Pharmingen). Then, 100 μl bounding buffer was added and analyses were made with BD Accuri C6® flow cytometry device (Fig. 1).

---

**Fig. 1.** Flow cytometry histogram samples of all groups showing Annexin V apoptosis (%) values, a) OXC (1st–5th days), b) OXC (6th–15th days), c) GBP (1st–5th days), d) GBP (6th–15th days), e) Control (1st–5th days), f) Control (6th–15th days).
Results

Statistics

SPSS 13.0 program was used in the data analysis of this study. Normal distribution according to treatment groups and time groups was determined with Shapiro–Wilk test. p value over 0.05 was accepted as compliance with normal distribution. The data of all subgroups are found to be complying with normal distribution. Hence, the effect of two independent and categorical variables (treatment groups and time groups) on cerebral death was determined with Two-Way Anova test. In Two-way anova test, type 1 error was kept low and p value below 0.001 was accepted as a statistical significance level. The differences between groups are determined with the least significant difference method.

In the group administered with OXC on the 1st–5th prenatal days, apoptosis rate is found to be statistically significantly higher than in the groups to which PSS (p < 0.001) and GBP (p < 0.001) were applied at the same time. However, no significant difference is seen between GBP and PSS groups (p = 0.004) (Fig. 2).

In the group administered with OXC on the 6th–15th prenatal days, apoptosis rate is found to be statistically significantly higher than in the groups to which PSS (p < 0.001) and GBP (p < 0.001) were applied at the same time. However, no significant difference is seen between GBP and PSS groups (p = 0.001) (Fig. 2).

Discussion

In our study, it is shown that OXC exposition during prenatal period may have neurotoxic effect whereas GBP does not have such an effect.

The most important problem faced by epileptic women during pregnancy is the formation of congenital malformation due to AED use. Though many studies attract notice to congenital malformations, it is revealed with the recent studies that various possible disorders or insufficiencies can emerge in the postnatal period, if not with congenital malformation. However, the formation mechanisms of congenital malformation and negative effects during postnatal period are still unknown (Patel and Pennell, 2016).

Although the amount of unknown facts about the relation between prenatal AED use and teratogenicity is large, there are many hypotheses which are related to the formation of teratogenicity due to AED use put forward by Manent et al, 2007, Etemad et al (2012), Kluger and Meador (2012), Hernandez Diaz and Levin (2014). These also include low folic acid level, change in the DNA of developing cell, apoptosis induction due to oxidative stress, inhibition in cell division, the effects of GABA and neurotransmitters such as neuron migration, and changes in the endogenous bioelectrical mechanism.

There are few experimental animal researches made on OCX. As a result of the study made on rats, Tecome (1999) reported that teratogenicity was observed from 250 mg/kg/day to 500 mg/kg/day and that there was also a delay in postnatal development. In the study made on mice, Bennett et al (1996) revealed that 1100 mg/kg/day OXC application on the 6th–18th days of pregnancy increases the rate of malformation. In the study made by Gurgen et al (2012), it was shown that in female rats administered with a similar dosage (100 mg/kg) for 3 months, there were negative effects for extracellular matrix proteins which play a role in embryo implantation.

Ambrósio et al (2000) showed that OXC use on rat hippocampal neuron culture creates neurotoxicity causing apoptosis. In the study made by Pavone and Cardile (2003) on glia cells, which are one the most important factors in neurogenesis, it was revealed that OXC stress induction shows an increase. In the cell culture study of Araujo et al (2004) made with embryonal hippocampus neurons on the 18–19th days of embryonal period, degeneration, increase in oxygen radicals, and decrease in intracellular ATP level and mitochondrial membrane potential were detected in the cells exposed to 300 μM OXC. In their experimental epilepsy model made on mice, Agarwal et al (2011) argued that it did not cause any change in cognitive functions and oxidative stress parameters.
Although there are studies which suggest that OXC causes MCA (major congenital malformation), there are also studies which report that the frequency of occurred congenital malformations is the same as in normal population.

Frisi et al (1993) explored 3 aborted fetuses from 12 pregnancy cases in which OXC was used; Lassiter et al (2004) discovered cleft palate, fascial dimorphism, oligodactyly (three-fingers), head and body disproportionality, bladder anomalies in 5 babies of 75 pregnant women on whom monotherapy was applied. Among the data of 248 pregnant women who used OXC in monotherapy, Montouris (2005) reported that malformation prevalence was 2.4 % (6/248) for those who had monotherapy. Lastly, according to the study made in 1996–2000 by Sabers et al (2004), ventricular septal defect (VSD) was observed in 2 of 37 pregnancies in which OXC was used.

In a prospective study made on 5 women who used OXC, Kinay et al (2008) could not detect congenital malformation in newborns except for seizure increase in pregnant women. Besides, Meischenguiser et al (2004) could not observe MCA among 35 pregnancy cases which used OXC in monotherapy. Eisenschenk (2006) reported that MCA and postnatal negative effect were not seen in 2 cases in which OXC was used (OXC dosage was increased up to 1050 mg/kg in the case of one of the pregnant) and which were followed during their pregnancies. Rabinowicz et al (2006) did not observe any congenital malformation in babies of 25 pregnant women who used OXC in monotherapy. In the research made on 837,795 live births by Nielsen and Hviid (2011) in 1996–2008, it was stated that MCA was observed in 11 (2.8 %) of 393 newborns who were exposed to OXC. According to this, it was shown that teratogenicity risk due to monotherapeutic use of OXC during pregnancy is the same as in normal population.

Although the use of OXC during pregnancy seems safe as a result of the studies made with limited cases, there are still many unknown points. Especially, the effects of OXC exposition during pregnancy on brain and its possible effects in postnatal period are unknown. Especially, the effects of OXC exposition during pregnancy on brain and its possible effects in postnatal period are unknown. In our study, it is shown that the level of apoptosis as much as in normal population. In homology modelling study, Piplani et al. remarked that there can be a relation between human placental cadherin protein and teratogenic effects of AEDs also linked to teratogenicity showing that GBP has high affinity towards cadherin.

Beside epileptic treatment, GBP is also used in cases such as restless leg syndrome, neuropathic pain, and hyperemesis gravidarum. Although it is shown with few studies that it causes teratogenicity, it is proven that its teratogenicity rate is seen to be the same as in normal population. However, the effects of prenatal GBP use on brain and postnatal period cognitive and other skills are still unknown. In our study, it is shown that the level of apoptosis during preimplantation and implantation period caused by GBP is the same as in control group, and that its use during pregnancy is rather safer.

Conclusion
Independently of epileptic seizures and maternal genetic effects, it is revealed in our study that OXC from second generation AEDs causes apoptosis in the brain, whereas GBP does not show such neurotoxicity. Although in epidemiological studies, attention is paid to congenital malformation; it is shown in our and other experimental studies that even though AEDs do not cause congenital malformation, they can lead to various negative effects on tissue surface. Furthermore, this study gave rise to a new question as to how the apoptotic effect of OXC on brain acts upon cognitive and other skills in postnatal period. Besides, this study also partly reveals that GBP is a most preferable drug during pregnancy period.
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